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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Debtors: Individuals owing money to a company.
Multi-Unit Development: A development containing apartments, houses and/or
duplexes in which the common areas are owned by an OMC.
Owners’ Management Company: A company set up for the specific purpose of
managing the common areas within a development.
Mixed-Use Development: A development containing both commercial and residential
units.
Sinking Fund: A fund formed by periodically setting aside money for the replacement
of a wasting asset (for example, major items of plant and equipment, such as heating
and air-conditioning plant, lifts, etc.).
Reserve: A fund set up by the OMC containing funds that are ring fenced and held in a
separate bank account for capital projects.
Deficit: Expenditure has exceeded income and the company is in a loss-making
position.
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ABSTRACT
This thesis explores the area of financial planning by owners’ management companies
within the multi-unit developments sector in Ireland. The research examines the current
financial planning activities of OMCs and takes insights from property agents, OMC
members who are apartment/unit owners and OMC directors.
Owners’ management companies levy a service charge on their members each year and
this pays for the expenses of the company. Expenses are items such as insurance for the
development, refuse, heat and light of common areas, cleaning and more. Any
contribution to a sinking fund is built into the service charges. In the event of an
unforeseen major capital expenditure requirement the sinking fund is used to cover this
cost, assuming of course that the sinking fund contains sufficient reserves. If there are
insufficient reserves in the sinking fund then there may be serious consequences for the
OMC members i.e. the property owners.
The purpose of the research is to examine the understanding of good financial planning
within the sector amongst all the stakeholders, from the individual property or unit
owners (OMC members), the OMC company directors who are also unit owners and the
property agents who are tasked with the administration and management of the multiunit development and OMC together
This work examines the literature surrounding financial planning within OMCs and
goes on to raise areas for research within the Irish sector. Based on this research a
methodology was designed to survey 147 OMC members and 25 OMC directors as well
as interviews with property agents and finally an analysis of sinking funds within 35
OMCs that had published accounts.
The results of this research highlight the poor financial planning and deficient sinking
fund reserves within multi-unit developments in Ireland. This ineffective financial
planning arises through poor training and education of OMC members and directors and
the difficult position of property agents who are effective and professional but often not
permitted to increase service charges despite advising otherwise, thereby leading to the
poor financial planning taking place within the OMCs
This thesis concludes by recommending both legal and educational steps to ensure
future financial planning of OMCs is effective and highlights areas for further research.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
1.0

Context

This thesis explores the area of financial planning by OMCs within the multi-unit
developments (MUD) sector. The research examines the current financial planning
activities of OMCs and takes insights from property agents, OMC members, who are
the apartment/unit owners, and OMC directors. Directors are OMC members who
volunteer to take on the extra task of acting as director of the OMC.

Because all costs are shared within a MUD, any issues regarding financial planning
have the ability to affect all members. The MUD Act 2011 regulates the sector and
outlines specific requirements regarding the financial management of OMCs. To protect
MUDs against unforeseen issues such as structural problems into the future, the MUD
Act 2011 requires that a sinking fund be established by each OMC. The Act goes on to
recommend a per unit contribution of €200 per annum, however this contribution is
voluntary and the OMC can make no contribution to their sinking fund if they so wish.
Owners’ management companies levy a service charge on their members each year and
this pays for the expenses of the company. Expenses are items such as insurance for the
development, refuse, heat and light of common areas, cleaning and more. Any
contribution to a sinking fund is built into the service charges. In the event of an
unforeseen major capital expenditure requirement the sinking fund is there to cover this
cost, assuming of course that the sinking fund contains sufficient reserves. If there are
insufficient reserves in the sinking fund then a levy can be placed on the membership to
cover the cost of the proposed or required works.

This can of course cause undue hardship on the members. In cases where members
cannot afford the levy and OMCs are unable to fund works required, properties may
decrease in value due to uncompleted structural works or closed off elevators, out of
date common areas and so on. This highlights the importance of effective financial
planning within OMCs.
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The research highlights a number of important issues affecting OMCs and the future of
MUDs in Ireland.

1.1

Aims

The aim of the dissertation is to evaluate the financial planning within OMCs in Ireland
as it relates to MUDs and, where necessary, to make recommendations for reform.

1.2

Objectives

The main objectives are to:
•

Examine the current levels of financial planning within OMCs.

•

Analyse the way budgets are set.

•

Examine current levels of sinking fund contributions.

•

Examine the procedure for setting sinking fund charges among agents and
directors of OMCs.

•

1.3

Recommend proposals for reform.

Structure

Chapter One introduces the context and outlines the thesis aims and objectives.
Chapter Two reviews the relevant literature and explains the complex structure of an
OMC and the role of the various stakeholders within this structure. The review also
looks at the legal and financial matters relating to OMCs as well as briefly comparing
the Irish system to other jurisdictions.
Chapter Three examines the methods of research and explains the research methods
chosen, including the qualitative and quantitative methods used.
Chapter Four presents the findings of the interviews, surveys and sinking fund analysis.
Analysis is carried out on the surveys and interviews and the potential funding
requirements and shortfalls are examined.
Chapter Five is a summary of all of the research findings and aims. It highlights the
main findings and makes recommendations and suggestions for further research.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.0

Introduction

This literature review examines the operation of MUDs in Ireland, exploring current
operation and financial control with a view towards financial planning for future capital
expenditure. This review identifies issues impacting the effective operation of an OMC
regarding sinking fund collection and debt recovery. It also examines methods of
funding large, once-off expenditure and capital expenditure available to OMCs and
issues that surround this area. It concludes by identifying the main issues raised by the
literature, which later informed the expert interviews and surveys.
2.1

Multi-Unit Developments

Multi-unit developments (MUDs) are developments such as apartments or duplexes,
townhouses or standalone houses that share facilities, such as car parks or outdoor areas,
or shared services, such as security and waste collection. A ‘unit’ in a MUD is defined
as the individual apartment, flat, duplex unit or other self-contained accommodation,
which, together with other such units, makes up the entire development (Lujanen,
2010). Christudason (2004) states that MUDs differ from traditional housing as they
have three distinct characteristics: individual ownership of a unit; shared ownership of
common property; and collective membership of a corporate body that assumes
responsibility for the management of the development.

2.1.1

The Owners’ Management Company

In Ireland, Christudason’s (2004) format of ownership for MUDs such as apartments,
duplexes and houses takes the form of units sold on long leases and managed and run by
the OMC. These companies are funded by annual contributions from the members, who
are the individual property owners. In addition, the company is run by a board of
directors made up of members.
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The OMC is established for three reasons:
(i)

To manage and maintain common areas in an MUD.

(ii)

To be the legal owner of the common areas on behalf of the owners of the
units.

(iii)

To be the legal owner of the beneficial or reversionary interest of each unit.
This means that the OMC owns a share in each unit.

In Ireland, since the enactment of the MUD Act 2011, all new developments must have
an OMC in place before the first unit is sold. In the case of developments completed
before the Act, developers are legally obliged to establish an OMC.

The necessary combination of individual unit ownership, shared ownership of common
areas and membership of the corporate body or company that assumes legal
responsibility for the management of the development can bring with it some
difficulties; it requires a management body with the necessary budgets and legal
standing to manage the building and common areas. In Ireland, the MUD Act 2011 was
passed to provide a legislative framework for the management of MUDs.

2.1.2

Ownership in Multi-Unit Developments

Lujanen (2010, p.179) describes two forms of ownership of properties in MUDs as
dualistic and unitary. He defines dualistic as: “(apartment owner) has individual
ownership of an apartment and joint ownership of the land and common parts of the
building, combined.”. Unitary ownership is described as “the apartment owner is
regarded as a co‐owner of the whole building and land, with exclusive rights of
permanent occupation to a particular apartment in the building”. Lujanen (2010, p.180)
goes on to use the term ‘condominium’ to describe the dualistic form of ownership. In
Ireland, the dualistic or condominium form of ownership is the method of
ownership for MUDs. Each purchaser of a unit within the development becomes a
member of the OMC, which owns the freehold title of the complete building and
grounds; the purchaser simultaneously owns the leasehold of the internal space of
their individual apartment or dwelling. Both the freehold and leasehold interest exist
simultaneously until the lease comes to an end, typically in 999 years.
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O’Connor (2013) states that the USA, Canada, Australia and Singapore have adopted a
condominium system, or a strata title system, in which unit holders own their units in
perpetuity, with the common areas held by a corporate body, in which owners each have
a share. Management of communal private properties is by means of voting among coowners in the corporate body. O’Connor also cites van der Merwe (1994) in stating that,
under the condominium regime, when a property owner purchases a unit, three
indivisible rights are acquired: the right to occupy the unit, the right to share the
common parts, and the right to participate in the management of the building.

2.2

Regulation of Multi-Unit Developments

The presence of effective and comprehensive legislation is important to the success of
MUDs as stated by Lujanen (2010, p.179):

In the rest of Europe, the way in which apartment block ownership and financial
planning can be effectively managed is a problem which has come to the
forefront because of the mass privatisation and sale, or granting of apartments
to former tenants in new EU member states.

Lujanen goes on to quote Gruis et al. (2009), who maintain that in these cases there are
inadequacies in the law ensuring the continuous maintenance and renovation of
common parts, such as the roof, walls, stairwells and lifts, and of utilities, such as water,
sewage and electrical systems.

In Ireland, little regulation currently exists regarding the protection of MUDs. The
MUD Act 2011 was introduced to protect multi-unit property owners but it does not
legislate for specific upkeep requirements or compulsory future financial planning. The
Act requires each member to pay service charges and that the service charge may be
recoverable as a simple contract debt before the ordinary courts (O’Connor, 2013). The
service charge budget details provided to the owners must include all details and
categories of expenditure and be approved at the AGM. Under the Act the OMC must
also establish a sinking fund for future expenditure, including refurbishment and
improvement or maintenance of a non-recurring nature, for example, once-off capital
expenditure and refurbishment. The Act recommends that the contribution to the
sinking fund be €200 per annum (per unit owner/member) or any amount agreed at a
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general meeting of the owners and must be held in a separate bank account to the
service charge fund to ensure that the sinking fund is not spent inappropriately (SCSI,
2011). O’Connor (2013) highlights as an inadequacy in the law in an Irish context that
there is no effective enforcement of the service charge collections from members and
whilst the presence of a sinking fund account is mandatory the contributions are nonmandatory. O’Connor (2013, p.16) further states that the MUD Act 2011 does nothing
to encourage or enforce the collection of service charges:

If anything, the Act could be used as an excuse not to pay service charges. The
traditional route via the courts is slow, cumbersome and expensive. There is a
general agreement that there is a need for a speedier mechanism to enforce the
collection of service charges.

This is demonstrated by McKeown (2016), whose research on service charge collections
in a sample of 50 OMCs in Ireland showed that 18% of the accounts analysed showed a
debtors level between 51% and 100% and 12% of accounts recorded a debtors level in
excess of the total income needed to run a development for one financial year. In
addition, it was shown in McKeown’s survey (2016) that OMC members ranked grass
cutting as almost twice as important as the sinking fund.

2.3

Urbanisation and the Growth of Multi-Unit Developments

Urban housing supplies are already strained worldwide, with 54% of the global
population of 7.2 billion living in cities, according to the United Nation’s World
Urbanization Prospects (2014) report. By 2050, that number is expected to rise to 6.33
billion, or 66% of a forecasted world population of 9.6 billion (Zhang, 2016). Zhang
(2016) goes on to say that the growth of MUDs and their importance will rise as the
number of single-person households is rising. However, housing has not kept pace with
demographic change – a total of 77,397 new dwellings are required on a daily basis to
keep pace with this growing need.

In Ireland, figures produced by the CSO show the number of apartments as a multi-unit
accommodation type has grown significantly over the last 10 years. Press Release
Census 2011 Profile 4 ‘The Roof Over Our Heads’ (CSO, 2014) shows that between
2006 and 2011 there was considerable growth in MUDs and by 2011 there were
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177,587 occupied apartments, an increase of 27% on the 2006 figure of 139,872.
Apartments comprised 10.9% of all occupied households in Ireland in 2011 and
accounted for almost one-third of all household types in Dublin City, the highest of any
local authority area (CSO, 2014).

The latest CSO statistics show the number of occupied apartments (purpose built,
converted and bedsits) increased by 11.4% to 204,145 over the 2011-2016 period. This
accounts for 12% of all dwelling types in 2016 (up from 10.9% in 2011). Within the
Dublin City local authority area, apartments (74,537) were the main dwelling type, for
the first time replacing terraced houses (74,446).

2.4

Governance in Multi-Unit Developments

Multi-unit developments are a unique property type due to the shared ownership of
common areas combined with individual ownership of units. Although there are
differences in ownership structures depending on the country in which the development
is based, the general management, maintenance and control of the common areas as
well as budgeting and determining budget contributions to be paid by each unit owner,
enforcing the rules of the association, and ensuring that all legal requirements from
insurance through to financial returns and building controls meet legislative
requirements requires substantial management and effort by the owners. This is before
any thought has been given to the effective management of communications between
individual unit owners and the management company. This work is usually taken up by
a collective of the owners. Gao and Ho (2016) recommend a ‘centralised’ approach,
which requires an agent or owners’ committee – or both – to be used. They state that the
use of an agent brings professional skills as well as the ability to mobilise and coordinate owners to contribute to success.

In Ireland, the legal form is the OMC. This is a not-for profit company limited by
guarantee i.e. there are no shareholders in the company and instead there are members
(Office of the Director of Corporate Enforcement (ODCE), 2008).
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2.4.1

Decision-Making Processes in Multi-Unit Developments

Each owner in an MUD becomes a member of the OMC, which owns the freehold
title of the complete building and grounds and as such has a right to take part in the
decision-making process. This means that all decisions become a collective rather
than an individual choice (Hastings, Wong and Walters, 2006). Hastings et al. go on to
argue that despite economic theory assuming that individuals will act in a rational
manner to realise their own interest, groups do not necessarily do so. They suggest this
is because groups are composed of individuals who tend to prioritise their own interest
above the group, resulting in decisions that are not necessarily in the group’s best
interests.
In a common property environment, collective action problems will occur “where a
number of decision makers have to decide unilaterally whether or not to contribute to
the provision of some collective good” (Hovi and Foss, 1995). A ‘collective good’ is
described by Hovi et al. as one in which all members of the group will benefit,
regardless of whether they contribute to the cost. This allows individuals to behave
opportunistically and ‘free ride’ (Luajanen, 2010; Hastings et al. 2006) on the
contribution of others.

2.5

Financial Challenges in Multi-Unit Developments

As has been shown by Hovi et al., the decisions of some members of the collective
management company not to participate in or support decisions can affect the ability of
the OMC to do its job effectively if the dissenting voices refuse to contribute financially
to the upkeep and repair and maintenance of ‘common’ areas within the development.
This is referred to by Olson (n.p.2012) as the “collective action problem” of group
decision making.

To ensure the effective maintenance and operation of the common areas and grounds as
well as facilities and services an OMC must levy a service charge on each of the OMC
members. To plan for unforeseen future expenditure members of the management
company will also levy an annual charge to be placed in a sinking fund. The sinking fund
is effectively a savings account for funds to be put by for a “rainy day”. Without proper
funds the proper management of MUDs will be seriously undermined (Weng, 2000).
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As stated earlier (O’Connor, 2013), there is no truly effective remedy to the decision by
a member not to make payment of service charges to the OMC. According to Lujanen
(2010), service charge collection and arrears present the two greatest challenges for
management companies today. This has been clearly demonstrated in Ireland by
McKeown (2016) in her study of the accounts of 50 OMCs, which showed that 46% of
the accounts examined had reduced their debtors level when compared with the
previous financial period, while in 54% of accounts their debtors level had increased,
and of the 50 OMCs, 36% examined actually had a deficit, meaning they collected less
in service charges than they spent.

McKeown (2016) further demonstrates that 29, or 58%, of the developments examined
had a sinking fund provision specifically set aside in a designated bank account and
noted on the financial statements. In two sets of accounts the auditor had noted that the
sinking fund was tied up in debtors, while one noted the budgeted amount was not
transferred to the sinking fund. Five of the auditors noted that funds had been
transferred from the sinking fund in that accounting period, with one having wiped out
the sinking fund completely due to improvement works. 42% of OMCs had no sinking
fund, despite the requirement stipulated in the MUD Act 2011.
In McKeown’s same study it was found that service charges are more likely to be paid
if they are between €500 and €1000. 82% thought the service charge was good value
and 90% claimed to pay on time, while for those paying more than €1500, 70%
indicated that they did not think it was good value, with 50% not paying on time
(McKeown, 2016).

2.5.1

Debt Collection in Multi-Unit Developments

Unit owners, i.e. OMC members, are obliged to pay service charges and the same
management company is entitled to collect them. This arises from the covenants and
obligations which both OMCs and multi-unit property owners enter into in the
conveyancing documents by which they purchase their properties, added to the general
obligations that apply to all OMCs set out in the MUD Act 2011 (ODCE, 2008).
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As stated in section 1.3 above, O’Connor (2013) highlights as inadequacies in the law in
an Irish context that there is no effective enforcement of the service charge collections
from members and whilst the presence of a sinking fund account is mandatory the
contributions are non-mandatory. The result is management companies often lack the
funds required to enable them to run the development effectively (Lujanen, 2010).
Service charge administration, collection and increasing debtors levels, as shown by
McKeown (2016), are a major challenge for management companies today. In addition,
members of the OMC do not always see the cost of accounts, insurance and agents’ fees
as valuable, although these are necessary expenditure items (Fakhrudin et al., 2011).

There are major concerns surrounding the lack of transparency in the composition of
service charges. A service charge may be low for the first year of a resident’s
occupation as little maintenance is required but then may escalate rapidly, much to the
surprise of the new owner (Sirr, 2010). In Ireland, most MUDs appoint a property agent
or manager. However, delegation of the decision‐making power often results in the
owners lacking a clear understanding of the management of the property and how their
fees are used (Lujanen, 2010).

Under section 9.1 of the Data Protection Act an OMC cannot disclose the personal data
of the members without their consent, unless such disclosure is explicitly provided for
in the memorandum and articles of association of the company as a condition of
membership. This means that even though individual members may choose not to pay
service charges or contribute to sinking funds, the directors of the OMC cannot publish
this information to other members.

Overall, the lack of well‐functioning enforcement tools has resulted in a free-rider
problem. For instance, in many former socialist countries, even though the owners can
meet their financial obligations, many of them are not willing to pay the costs, at least
not the full amount (Lujanen, 2010). Lujanen goes on to state that some jurisdictions
have overcome this debt collection issue by giving the OMCs rights to the defaulting
member’s property. In Canada and in some states of the US, OMCs can take a lien
against a property should an owner default on sinking fund or service charge
payments. In Sweden, where individual owners have not paid their share of the
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capital costs or in cases where they have not fulfilled other obligations (such as
paying management fees), the managing board of the owners' association has a duty
to engage in recovery proceedings and has the power, according to the law, to
initiate even a foreclosure procedure against individual unit owners without a court
decision. In Germany and Hungary, OMCs have the right of compulsory sale
without consent of individual owners when the owners have not fulfilled their
obligations (Lujanen, 2010).

2.5.2

Sinking Funds in Multi-Unit Developments

A sinking fund is defined as a fund formed by periodically setting aside money for the
replacement of a wasting asset (for example, major items of plant and equipment, such
as heating and air-conditioning plant, lifts, etc.). It is usually intended that a sinking
fund will be set up and collected over the whole life of the wasting asset (RICS, 2014).
In terms of an MUD, the sinking fund would be used to replace once-off expenditure
such as lift replacements or roof replacement etc.

In Ireland the MUD Act 2011 introduced a requirement for all OMCs to establish and
maintain a sinking fund. It determined that the sinking fund contribution should be €200
per member per annum or amount otherwise agreed at an AGM. A study by McKeown
(2016) showed that 42% of OMCs had not yet established a sinking fund 5 years after
the enactment of the MUD Act. It is recommended to set out a clear policy surrounding
the purpose for which the monies are being built up (RICS, 2014), for example, to
replace the lifts within a building. However, this is difficult in a scenario where the
building is run by an OMC whose members are finding it difficult to meet service
charge obligations or who do not understand the reason for paying service charges
(McKeown, 2016).

The situation in other jurisdictions is similar regarding sinking funds. In the US, many
MUDs charge a compulsory contribution towards the sinking fund that is based on a
percentage of the service charges. In Australia, the sinking fund is linked to forecast
common property capital expenditure. Lujanen (n.p.2010) states that it “becomes
evident that the operation of a sinking fund does not avert the possibility of needing
to raise supplementary capital, perhaps by way of a special levy or loan.”
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2.6

Funding Capital Expenditure in Multi-Unit Developments

Fakhrudin, Zailan and Roslan (2011) claim the vast majority of people spend over 95%
of their time in or next to a building of one kind or another. In this regard, the built
environment is our ‘natural habitat’. That environment, as with all environments, is
subject to depreciation and ‘wear and tear’. Bowie et al. (1984) describe building
depreciation and obsolescence as ‘Physical’, ‘Functional’ and ‘Environmental’.
‘Physical’ refers to the obvious deterioration of a building fabric due to its age and
condition, which dictates the likely cost of future maintenance. Functional obsolescence
relates to the suitability of the space for its original intended purposes as time passes.
For example, family homes built 40 years ago would not be considered suitable living
spaces in today’s environment if no modernisation had taken place over that time.
Finally, environmental obsolescence involves external factors such as changes in local
planning policies, future potential characteristics of a local area, and undesirable
changes in environment such as the building of industrial estates around a housing
development. As a result, buildings are a wasting asset and all properties are exposed to
deterioration or possibly obsolescence and will require modernisation at some point in
their life.
There are, however, weaknesses in OMCs’ financial abilities as shown in this review
and their ability to engage in effective financial planning for future capital expenditure.
This paper has shown that there is a legal structure to decision making in MUDs in
Ireland. The responsibility clearly lies with the OMC and its directors. The issue is
funding major works and capital expenditure on MUDs. There are three methods of
funding capital or once-off expenditure for MUDs (Lujanen, 2010), outlined below.

2.6.1

Funding – Reserve/Sinking Fund

The use of reserve funds of the owners' association, which are collected over a period of
time for this purpose. This reserve fund is generally termed a “sinking fund” (Arkcoll et
al., 2013). As McKeown (2016) has shown, there is a difficulty in getting all members
to contribute to the sinking fund and many OMCs do not have a sinking fund in place.
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2.6.2

Funding – Cash Contribution

A cash contribution from the owners. This method involves the raising of a large
one‐off contribution from unit owners (OMC members) at the time the common
property capital expenditure is to be made, and is widely referred to as a “special levy”
(Arkcoll et al., 2013). A once-off levy is a simple solution to any once-off funding
requirement but will owners have the ability or indeed the willingness to pay this levy?
An example of this was evident at an OMC meeting in the Beacon South Quarter
apartment complex in South Dublin in March of this year (RTE, 2017). The OMC of the
apartment complex passed a motion to call on a once-off levy to members for €10,000
each to cover the cost of an expected €10 million bill for safety works and repairs to a
water ingress situation.

2.6.3

Funding – Loan Finance

Loan finance from financial markets or from public authorities. This ‘debt financing’
refers to the OMC taking up a loan to cover the costs of repairs or other one-off
expenditure. The problem with loan financing is that common property does not lend
itself to use as loan collateral as it is not normally possible to separate from privately
owned units (Arkcoll et al., 2013). It may be possible for individual unit owners to
pledge their property as collateral but as Lujanen (2010, p180) states, “It is
understandable that not all owners are willing to pledge their dwellings for loans as
collateral for certain types of major repair activity.” In the Irish context, all unit owners
would be required to pledge their property as collateral and many of those units would
have existing borrowings already secured. This would make it difficult to secure
funding from the usual banking sources.

The Finnish housing model is set up as a limited company and each member has a share
certificate that corresponds to right of possession of a unit. A simple majority is all that
is required by the OMC to make the decision to borrow funds by the limited company
that is the OMC. If a member fails to pay their share of the loan or other charges the
OMC can take possession of the unit in question for up to three years and use the rent
received to clear outstanding debts. In Austria, a privileged lien exists, meaning that a
loan taken by the OMC bypasses the priority ranking of loans taken by individual unit
owners (Lujanen, 2010).
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2.7

Conclusion

It is evident from reviewing the literature that the regulation and operation of OMCs in
Ireland under the MUD Act 2011 will not protect the multi-unit owners from future
issues and problems despite the continuing growth of the sector in Ireland and
worldwide. Essential day-to-day maintenance and efficient and effective management of
multi-unit complexes is problematic. Debt collection is an ongoing issue for OMCs in
Ireland as service charges are only recoverable through the courts as a simple contract
debt. Due to the costly and cumbersome manner of debt collection and the fact that the
‘free-rider’ issue amongst owners is common and these same owners are further
protected in many cases by data protection regulation in Ireland, means many
developments operate on limited or deficient budgets.

Real estate is a wasting asset and to protect that asset effective future proofing of
buildings and financial planning for regular maintenance and upgrade works are
essential. The 2011 MUD Act legislates for the establishment of a sinking fund. But can
a sinking fund be enough to avert the evacuation of a development due to a lack of
funds for essential remedial works? It is evident that there is a general lack of
understanding regarding the importance of effective sinking funds required for the
prevention of obsolescence within property management. There also appears to be an
inability by OMCs to enforce demands for payment from members and this is likely to
cause an issue should an OMC require bank finance for major works. Banks are
unlikely to lend funds to an OMC in a situation where the OMCs are unable to collect
service charges and/or sinking fund contributions from all members.

Having reviewed the literature, the following points have been raised:

1. What are the likely future capital expenditure requirements of MUDs facing
OMCs?
2. What financial planning is being undertaken by OMCs with regard to building
obsolescence and refurbishments and renewals?
3. Are OMC directors aware of building obsolescence?
4. An evaluation is required of the financial abilities of OMC members to
contribute to special levies and/or sinking funds in preparation for any major
expenditure requirements within the next 5, 10 and 20 years.
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5. What is the attitude within the banking sector with regard to lending to OMCs in
their current ownership format?
6. Should sinking funds be set and collected by an external person/body?
7. Should sanctions exist where OMCs and members do not contribute towards a
sinking fund?
8. Should sinking funds be accessible to the OMC for day-to-day maintenance?
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
3.0

Introduction

The topic of research for this thesis is an examination of financial planning within
OMCs to determine whether OMCs can cope with future expected and unexpected
capital expenditure requirements. The work was directed by the literature review, which
prompted an examination of the practices of OMC members, OMC directors, property
agents and desk-based research on sinking fund levels as well as a clarification of loan
options with a relevant lending officer within a financial institution.

3.1

The Research Process

It was imperative to examine the methodologies to be used for the research, bearing in
mind that there were four planned subject areas (the aforementioned stakeholders) of
research required to answer the queries raised in the literature review. Research
methodology is a structured set of guidelines or activities to assist in generating valid
and reliable research results (Mingers, 2001). In this regard, the ‘research onion’
developed by Saunders et al. (2007) proved a useful tool. It illustrates the stages that can
be covered when developing a research strategy. When viewed from the outside, each
layer of the onion describes a more detailed stage of the research process (Saunders et
al., 2007). The research onion provides an effective progression through which a
research methodology can be designed. Its usefulness lies in its adaptability for almost
any type of research methodology and it can be used in a variety of contexts (Bryman,
2012).
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Figure 3.1: The Research Onion
Source: Institute de Numeirque

3.2

The Research Philosophy

The research philosophy refers to a set of beliefs concerning the nature of the reality
being investigated (Bryman, 2012). There are two main frameworks that inform the
research process: positivism and interpretivism. Positivism assumes that reality exists
independently of the thing being studied. In practice, this means that the meaning of
phenomena

is

consistent

between

subjects.

Conversely,

interpretivism,

or

constructionism, suggests that the inherent meaning of social phenomena is created by
each observer or group (Newman, 2003). For this work the research philosophy is a
combination of the paradigms of positivism and interpretivism.

3.3

Research Approach

Saunders et al.’s (2007) ‘research onion’ describes two research approaches: deductive
and inductive. The deductive approach develops the hypothesis or hypotheses upon a
pre-existing theory and then formulates the research approach to test it (Silverman,
2013). This approach is used where the research project is concerned with examining
whether the observed phenomena fits with expectations of previous research (Wiles et
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al., 2011). In this work, the research focused on gaining new primary data rather than on
a pre-existing theory and so the inductive approach was taken.

3.3.1

The Inductive Approach

The inductive approach is characterised as a move from the specific to the general
(Bryman & Bell, 2011). In this approach, there is no framework that initially informs
the data collection and the research focus can thus be formed after the data has been
collected (Flick, 2011). The research begins from observations and patterns that are
looked for in the data. Although this may be seen as the point at which new theories are
generated, it is also true that as the data is analysed it may be found to fit into an
existing theory (Bryman & Bell, 2011).

This method is more commonly used in qualitative research, where the absence of a
theory informing the research process may be of benefit by reducing the potential for
researcher bias in the data collection stage (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Interviews are
carried out concerning specific phenomena and then the data may be examined for
patterns between respondents (Flick, 2011). This approach fits well with the positivist
methodologies, where the data is analysed first and significant patterns are used to
inform the generation of results.

3.4

Research Methodology

The research methodology is how the researcher intends to carry out the work
(Saunders et al., 2007). As the paradigms of positivism and interpretivism were required
to assess both a large amount of data from OMC members as well as the views and
opinions of the smaller number of property managers, bank officer and OMC directors,
a variety of methodologies was required. The research methodology for this thesis was
mixed, using both qualitative and quantitative research to gain a greater insight than if a
single methodology was used.

3.4.1 The Quantitative Approach
As the name suggests, this approach is concerned with quantitative data (Flick, 2011).
Quantitative research involves quantifying data and generalising results from a sample
of the population of interest to measure the incidence of various views (Park, 2016).
Although this research approach is informed by a positivist philosophy, it can be used to
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investigate a wide range of social phenomena, including feelings and subjective
viewpoints. The quantitative approach can be most effectively used for situations where
there are a large number of respondents available, where the data can be effectively
measured using quantitative techniques, and where statistical methods of analysis can
be used (May, 2011). For this work surveys were used to take a snapshot in time of
OMC members to ascertain their awareness and understanding of financial planning
within OMCs. The survey format allowed the author to deal with a relatively large
number of participants in a structured and collated fashion.

3.4.2

The Qualitative Approach

The qualitative approach is drawn from the constructivist paradigm (Bryman & Allen,
2011). This approach requires the researcher to avoid imposing their own perception of
the meaning of social phenomena upon the respondent (Banister et al., 2011). The aim
is to investigate how the respondent interprets their own reality (Bryman & Allen,
2011). This presents the challenge of creating a methodology that is framed by the
respondent rather than by the researcher. An effective means by which to do this is
through interviews, or texts, where the response to a question can be open (Feilzer,
2010). Furthermore, the researcher can develop the questions throughout the process to
ensure that the respondent further expands upon the information provided. Qualitative
research is typically used to examine the meaning of social phenomena, rather than
seeking a causative relationship between established variables (Feilzer, 2010).

It was felt that interviews would be the most appropriate method for examining the
practices of property agents who deal with OMCs’ budgeting and financial planning on
a daily basis. In addition, a clarification interview was used for a bank lending officer,
to assess the likelihood of an OMC being successful in a loan application. Interviewees
were selected based on their professional understanding of and involvement with
OMCs. This concurs with Goulding (2005), who uses the term “purposive sampling”,
which means interviewees can purposely inform an understanding of the research
problem.
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3.4.3

The Time Horizon

Saunders et al. (2007) describe the time horizon as the temporal framework within
which the project is intended to be completed. The cross-sectional time horizon is one in
which data must be collected from all subjects at the same point in time, dubbed the
“snapshot in time collection” (Flick, 2011, p.99). This is used when the investigation is
concerned with the study of a phenomenon at a specific time. A cross-sectional time
horizon was used for this work.

3.5

Research Design

3.5.1

Interviews

Interviews are generally used in conducting qualitative research, in which the researcher
is interested in collecting ‘facts’, or gaining insights into or understanding of opinions,
attitudes, experiences, processes, behaviours, or predictions of a subject (Rowley,
2012). Interviews were carried out for the qualitative aspects of the current research.

Interviews can be structured, semi-structured or unstructured. Structured interviews take
the form of a more formal interview and can be likened to a questionnaire (Rowley,
2012). In unstructured interviews, the interview is based on a limited number of topics
or issues or prompts, with the emphasis very much on encouraging the respondent to
talk around a theme; in addition, the interviewer may adapt their questions and their
order in accordance with what the interviewee says (Bryman 2012). Finally, semistructured interviews take on a variety of different forms, with varying numbers of
questions, and varying degrees of adaptation of questions and question order to
accommodate the interviewee. Results are easier to collate, yet the interviewer has room
to probe the interviewee on their responses.

Ideal scenarios for research interviews are as follows:
•

The research objectives centre on understanding experiences, opinions, attitudes,
values, and processes.

•

There is insufficient known about the subject to be able to draft a questionnaire.

•

The potential interviewees might be more receptive to an interview than other
data gathering approaches.
(Rowley, 2012)
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In addition, the semi-structured interview has the advantage of being reasonably
objective while still permitting a more thorough understanding of the respondent's
opinions and the reasons behind them than would be possible using a mailed
questionnaire (Carruthers, 1990).

In this work, semi-structured interviews were used for property agents and the bank
lending officer. The bank lending officer were chosen because of their experience in
financing real estate. Property agents were chosen for their in-depth knowledge and
experience with OMCs on a daily basis, both from an operational viewpoint and in
terms of budgeting of OMCs. The purpose of these qualitative interviews was to give
this research the insight of professionals within the industry with regard to future
financial planning within MUDs by OMCs. In addition, the interviews with real estate
lending officers were to give insight into the access to finance of OMCs in the event of
future capital expenditure requirements.

3.5.2

Sample Size

The sample sizes used for qualitative interviews can vary greatly. It is difficult to find
any one recommendation for sample size as every piece of research is different and has
different issues and complexities. Depending on the research, a sample of one may be
just as effective as a sample of 20 (Boddy, 2016). Boddy (2016) goes on to say that
qualitative research, which is oriented towards positivism, will require larger samples
than in-depth qualitative research, so that a representative picture of the whole
population under review can be gained. Whilst aspects of this research are based on
positivism it was felt by this author that a group of five interviewees would be
sufficiently large to give a good insight, based on the fact that each agent would manage
an average of 30 to 40 MUDS, with each development having an average of 50 units,
giving total units managed at approximately 1750 per property agent. Five agents would
have a total coverage of 7500 to 9000 units under their management. There are an
estimated 204,145 (CSO, 2017) apartments in the Republic of Ireland and at 9000 units
this research base interviewed the management of 4.5% of the total units.

The sample size for bank officials was easier and indeed one bank official was sufficient
to give the facts required to clarify the situation with regard to an OMC borrowing
funds.
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3.5.3

Survey Design

Questionnaires are probably the most widely used survey method for data collection.
They are mostly used in conducting quantitative research, where the researcher wants to
profile the sample in terms of numbers (e.g. the proportion of the sample in different
age groups) or to be able to count the frequency of occurrence of opinions, attitudes,
experiences, processes, behaviours, or predictions (Rowley, 2016). Questionnaires were
used for this research on OMC members and OMC directors. As both parties have
differing levels of responsibilities and legal exposure it was felt that different surveys
should be used.

Surveys in this case would establish
•

‘Facts’, such as their tenure and length of occupation;

•

Opinions, attitudes, beliefs and judgments, such as opinions in this case on
sinking funds and other OMC financial planning methods as well as perceptions
on future requirements of finance for an OMC.

•

Behaviours when it comes to dealing with sinking funds and property agents’
recommendations as well as an understanding of OMC financial planning.

For an effective survey, questions should
•

be as short as possible;

•

not be leading or have implicit assumptions;

•

not include two questions in one;

•

only exceptionally invite “yes/no” answers;

•

not be too vague or general;

•

not use double negatives;

•

not be in any sense invasive, or ask questions that the respondent is unlikely to
want to answer; and

•

not invite respondents to breach confidentiality.
(Rowley, 2014)

3.5.4

Survey Sample Size

A sample is a representative segment of a larger population (Bryman, 2012). In
qualitative research, the sample size recommendations vary greatly. In quantitative
research, the size of the sample is essential in determining the reliability of the results of
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a study. Sample sizes of less than 30 will tend to produce results where individual
respondents may skew the results. In such cases, the larger the sample size the more
reliable will be the results (Flick, 2011). Again, there are differing views within the
literature on research as to the sample size required. Rowley (2014) recommends a
sample size of 100 completed questionnaires. This author surveyed 147 OMC members
and 25 OMC directors. This breakdown would allow for a closer analysis and
comparison of directors’ behaviour, beliefs and attitudes within OMCs compared with
the behaviours, beliefs and attitudes of ordinary OMC members as well as gauging
current financial planning.

3.5.5

Desk-Based Research

Desk-based research for this work involved the analysis of the audited accounts of 35
OMC companies to ascertain their sinking fund balances. This allowed a comparison
between sinking fund balances as stated by the OMC directors in the survey and the
facts as published. The sinking fund analysis was carried out on the same OMCs for
which the directors were interviewed; this allowed for verification of OMC directors’
statements regarding sinking funds available. Data extracted included:

3.6

•

Location of development

•

Sinking fund balance (cash reserves)

•

Number of units in the development.

Ethical Considerations

All participants in this study have a right to confidentiality. In an effort to ensure honest
and unhindered interview responses the interviewees’ names have not been disclosed or
included in this work. The survey respondents are completely anonymous, their names
were not required to complete the survey and the only requirement was that respondents
were members of management companies. The survey did not ask what OMC they were
a member of or where that management company was located.
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3.7

Conclusion

Both qualitative and quantitative research were employed in this work. Five interviews
were carried out with property agents involved in the management of OMCs. The
quantitative research included a survey aimed directly at OMC members. This was
completed by 147 respondents. In addition, 25 OMC directors were surveyed. Finally,
the audited accounts of 35 OMCs were analysed and the sinking funds were expressed
as a percentage of the recommended sinking fund as per the MUD Act 2011 to
understand the sinking fund growth progress.
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS
4.0

Introduction

The review of the literature highlighted the requirement for research into OMC directors,
OMC members, property agents and sinking fund analysis as well as clarification from the
real estate finance sector, all to establish the level of financial planning in OMCs. The
methodology for this research was laid out in Chapter Three and the best methods decided
upon were a combination of semi-structured interviews and surveys.

Semi-structured interviews were carried out with the property agents. The interview
questions were broken into three parts. Part 1 related to the property agent themselves,
Part 2 covered their multi-unit developments and Part 3 was used to discuss the
regulatory environment.

4.1

Findings

4.1.1

Property Agent Interviews

Five property agents were interviewed for this research. Below are the interview
questions and reponses.

Question 1. How many multi-unit developments do you manage?
Agent 1: 35
Agent 2: 40
Agent 3: 44
Agent 4: 20
Agent 5: 18

Total number of MUDs under the property agents’ control = 145.

Question 2: How many units are within those developments?
All agents gave an approximate answer.
Agent 1: 2300
Agent 2: 2200
Agent 3: 2100
Agent 4: 1200
Agent 5: 1000

Total units under management = 8800
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Question 3: How do you feel about sinking funds?
All interviewees responded similarly on this. The following words were used:
underappreciated, necessary, very important. One agent stated that a good sinking fund
added value to a property.

Question 4: How many of these developments are contributing the recommended
sinking fund contribution of €200 per annum as per the MUD Act 2011?
Agent One said that less than 30% of his developments were contributing the
recommended amount. Agents Two and Three stated that 10% of their developments
were contributing the recommended amount. Agents Four and Five stated that less than
10% of their developments were contributing the recommended amount.
Question 5: Do you actively propose/recommend the €200 contributions?
Agent One stated that he recommends the €200 each year and also recommends to each
of his developments that a survey be completed by an appropriate surveyor to establish
a suitable sinking fund level. He stated that none of his developments had ever seriously
considered his recommendation of having a survey completed and instead preferred to
“hope for the best”.

Agent Two stated that he always recommends that his developments should be making
the €200 sinking fund contribution in the managing agents annual report to the OMC
members. However, it was rarely listened too; he only ever managed to increase the
sinking fund contributions by making savings in the budget elsewhere. Agent Three said
that he only recommends the €200 amount when a company badly needs it, as it reflects
badly on the managing agent if service charges have to rise because of their
recommendation and as a result the agent may lose the contract. Agent Four stated that
many OMC directors were in favour of increasing sinking fund contributions but were
afraid of the backlash from the general OMC membership. Agent Five said that they try
to get a small increase in the sinking fund contribution each year, with the aim of
eventually getting this to a reasonable level, but this is not always successful.
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Question 6: In your opinion, is the MUD Act recommendation of a €200 sinking
fund contribution enough to keep pace with inflation and speed of dilapidation to
ensure property values do not decrease?
Agent One it was difficult to tell and without a survey how could anyone tell for sure.
Agent Two stated that €200 per unit was nowhere near sufficient for developments. It
needs to be a multiple of the budget especially with lifts and heavy plant and equipment
such as sewage treatment works and water pumps, but that €200 was more than
sufficient for other developments such as semi-detached houses for example. Agent
Three said that without a survey no one could know. Agent 4 said it was better than
nothing but hard to know if it was sufficient. Agent Five said that the €200 sinking fund
figure was arbitrary and appeared to be pulled from the sky for its relevance to some
developments. Another agent said it was difficult for anyone to know. He added that a
survey should be completed to ascertain the correct figure for each development.

Question 7. Are OMC directors supportive of increasing sinking fund
contributions?
The replies to this question varied, and included:
Agent One said that it varies, some are supportive and some are not. When pushed on
why this is, Agent One stated that OMC directors didn’t understand what lay ahead in
the future for them without a survey. Agent Two said that the directors are in favour of
increasing sinking funds but are often afraid of the “backlash” from members. Agent
Three said that directors who were “financially astute” were always in favour of
ensuring healthy budgets and strong sinking funds and poorer developments did not
listen. Agent Four said he found OMC directors were in favour, but general members of
OMCs were not. Agent Five said that most directors were in favour of increasing
sinking funds if required to ensure their development was protected.

Question 8: Do you agree with sinking funds being voluntary?
Agent One stated, “No, the sinking fund should be mandatory (not voluntary), subject to
analysis, but there is no appetite for paying for surveys.” The other four agents all
stated that sinking fund contributions should be mandatory.
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Question 9: In your opinion, could an OMC borrow funds from a bank for repair
or renovation works?
All agents agreed that there was no way an OMC could borrow funds as they had no
real assets to use as collateral and OMC directors would never sign personal guarantees
(see banking executive interview – section 4.1.3).

Question 10: Do you foresee issues arising with OMCs as a result of their current
financial planning?
Agent One stated, “Absolutely! because of the mindset of always choosing the cheapest
contractor and the lowest service charges, they won’t tax themselves. They won’t do
what’s best; instead, they do what’s cheapest.” Agent Two said that “yes, this is going
to be a big problem for them” Agent Three said that some developments would have
difficulties with financial planning as “some are just barely surviving.” Agent Four
said, “Yes, as people do not understand how their money is spent and so everything
(meaning maintenance and investment) is at a minimum.” Agent Five said, “Yes, as
every home needs refurbishment after 20 years but it’s difficult to know if the sinking
funds will be adequate”

Question 11: Are OMCs regularly using the sinking fund as a backup fund for the
annual budget?
Agent One said that “Some are, some are not, depends on their education of board of
directors, the more financially aware directors are not” Agent Two said that a lot of
OMCs were using their sinking funds but not regularly. Agent Three said that some
were using their sinking fund. Agent Four stated that some were using their sinking
fund as the annual budget was simply not enough. Agent Five said that sinking funds
were always required but rarely used.

Question 12: How far into the future do your OMCs plan for?
Agent One said that they planned for a year at most because the members default
reaction is “do not increase fees”. Agent One went on to say that once OMCs
understand the reasons for fee increases they are happier about it sometimes. Agents
Two, Three and Four said that they would budget for one year at a time only. Agent
Five said that he would budget for one to two years..
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Question 13: Do you have any OMCs planning for more than 1 year?
Agent One and Agent Two answered “No”. Agent Three stated “rarely if ever”. Agent
Four stated that he had 2 OMCs planning for a refurb in 2 to 3 years time and that this
would be paid for out of the sinking fund. Agent Five stated that he tried to plan for 2 to
3 years if possible but this did not often work out.

Question 14: How do you decide on an appropriate sinking fund contribution for
your developments?
Agent One stated that he recommends “an survey should be carried out, and if they
don’t I always say minimum €200 or use a best guess.” Agent Two said, “there should
be a survey carried out but OMCs won’t pay for it” Agent Three stated that the sinking
fund setting was “Very ad-hoc, what have they been paying already?, will they pay the extra
amount proposed, will this be well received?” Agent Four said “Its difficult but it depends on
the type of unit e.g. semi-detached house or apartment, lifts or not etc.” Agent 5 said that it was
difficult and it went on his best guess and what the members could afford.

Question 15: How are once-in-five-year maintenance events, for example, painting
of corridors, scheduled in your budget?
Agent One stated said that he would try to anticipate this and budget for it over, say,
three years. Agent Two said that they are sometimes completed out of cashflow, if
available, which would mean the expenditure was above budget for that year and at
other times they have to use the sinking fund. Agent Three stated that this is generally
not budgeted for and would come out of the sinking fund. Agents Four and Five said
that generally it would come from the sinking fund.

Question 16: Has the sinking fund been used for these events?
All agents said that they had used sinking funds for these type of once-in-five-year
events.
Question 17: It appears that most developments ‘dip’ into their sinking fund
occasionally. What percentage ‘burn’ or “depreciation” do you put on the average
sinking fund on an average annual basis?
Agent One stated that sinking funds would always be used on an ad hoc basis, even if
the use was genuine and as such he said that this usage would on average be at least 5%
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per annum. Agent Two said that in his units it is not only a percentage of the sinking
fund but on occasion moneys spent have been in excess of the sinking fund balance.
Agent Three felt that 5% was an appropriate burn rate figure. Agent Four said it was
difficult to tell but the sinking fund definitely gets used. Agent Five put the burn rate
figure at 20%

Question 18: Have you ever recommended a once-off levy on OMC members?
Agent One answered, “Yes I have recommended once off levies but this creates a lot of
problems and it’s a difficult thing to collect. Even though the directors approved the levy,

there was a strong backlash from the membership of the OMC and considerable bad
feeling built up between the members and his property management company as a
result, even though the levy was for the improvement of the OMC members’ property. In
addition, only 18 out of the 60 members paid the levy.” Agent Three answered “Yes but it
was not well received and we didn’t get in all of the amount planned and it is not legally
collectable so it is better to go into the service charges” Agents Two, Four and Five had

never applied a levy, one stated that “there would be war”.

Question 19: Do you believe that OMC members understand the importance of
sinking funds?
All agents gave a similar response and believed that OMC members do not understand
the importance of sinking funds. Agent Three stated that a healthy sinking fund
increased the value of a unit if being sold and, likewise, an astute buyer would recognise
an insufficient sinking fund and may decide not to buy a unit or may offer less.

The Developments
Question 20: How old is your average development?
Agents 1, 2, and 3 were 15 years old and agents 4 and 5’s developments were 17 years
old.

Question 21: Are there any of those developments that have or have had structural
issues?
Agents One and Three that applied levies stated that they had balcony issues, where
leaks from balconies were causing problems for other unit owners. The other three
agents had not had any structural issues.
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Question 22: In your opinion, will your developments require a major capital
expenditure over the next 10, 20, 40 years (outside of normal maintenance)?
Agent One said that this was likely as his developments would be 25 years old in 10
years. Agent two answered yes to the question. Agent Three stated, “Yes, easily within
10 years as lifts needed to be changed or renovated every 20 years anyway and 30% of
my developments have lifts” Agent Four stated that his developments would need
refurbishments within 10 years. Finally, Agent Five said “Yes, definitely, all of the
above”
Question 23: Using today’s pricing, do you estimate this capital expenditure to be
€5000-€10,000 per unit or €20,000 per unit? Or other?
Agent One answered “yes, all of the above as it would vary in range. For example a
small 20-unit development requiring €250,000 would be €15,000 per unit, whereas a
larger development may get economies of scale such as a 300 unit development
requiring €1.5 million would just cost each owner €5000 per unit” Agent Two said that
it was impossible to tell without a survey on each development. Agent Three said that it
would be €5000 per unit “very easily”. Agent Four felt €5000 was not an unreasonable
figure. Agent Five suggested that €10,000 per unit was not unrealistic.

Regulations
Question 24: Do you believe that new regulations and/or new technologies will
require capital expenditure for your developments over the next 10, 20, 40 years
e.g. building management systems, solar water heating, community heating, power
generation, electric cars etc.
All agents felt that whilst these issues may arise there should be a payback on
investment. Agent One felt this was not an issue as there would be a payback on the
investment. Agent Two felt some expenditure would be required. Agent Three felt that
it was up to each OMC to decide how to be affected. Agent Four gave an example of
this where he introduced new refuse management system. The investment was €10,000
but the system had paid for itself over two years and had reduced bin charges per unit
from €220 to €150 per annum by eliminating illegal dumping and allowing for the
introduction of controlled recycling as well as allowing fining if units dumped
unsuitable refuse. Agent Five felt that this may reduce costs and therefore be a benefit to
a development.
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Question 25: Do you believe sinking funds should be collected by an external
agency or body?
Agent One stated that it may be necessary to do this but it shouldn’t be if the regulations
were sufficient. Agents Two stated, “No as I do not want to lose any control of the
process.” Agents Three, Four and Five were all against passing on the collection of
sinking funds or any other debt to an external agent.

Question 26: Do you believe that OMCs should have an independent director to set
sinking fund charges?
Agent One stated, “No Its up to the OMC to manage it correctly. But in Ireland it may be a
good idea” Agent Two stated “Yes”. Agent Three stated “yes, but it’s not possible under the
current legislation” Agent Four answered “Yes”. Agent Five answered “No”.

Question 27: Should sanctions exist where an OMC does not meet the
recommended sinking fund contribution?
Agent One said, “Yes, but not for the MUD Act recommended amount, but instead for
an amount that they have planned.” Agent Two agreed with the idea of sanctions as
long as the sinking fund was set by an external director. Agents Three and Four agreed
with sanctions and agent five disagreed with sanctions.

Question 28: Should there be a compulsory periodic independent assessment of a
multi-unit development’s sinking fund requirements by a suitably qualified person
e.g. every 2 to 3 years?
All agents agreed with this idea. Agent One stated every 5 years was suitable. Agent
Two and Agent Three recommended a survey every three years. Agent Four agreed with
the idea and felt every 4 years was sufficient. Agent Five agreed and suggested a
compulsory survey every 5 years.

4.1.2

Banking Interview

A telephone interview was carried out with a banking executive specialising in real
estate lending for AIB. The purpose of this interview was to establish the banking
industry’s attitude to lending to an OMC. As a result one interview was deemed
sufficient, bearing in mind that AIB are one of Irelands largest banks.
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Question 1: Would a bank consider lending to an owners’ management company
of a multi-unit development?
Answer: No, an owners’ management company is generally structured as a company
limited by guarantee (CLG) i.e. not for profit, so there is nothing to repay a loan with.
How would they pay interest and capital back without profit? In addition, the members
are not liable for the debt incurred and so the bank would have no recourse to recover its
money.

Question 2: If the company had shown a surplus of income over expenditure would
a bank consider lending?
Answer: They would need to have a minimum of 5 years surplus, but even then, we
would run into the difficulty as there are no assets to borrow against.

Question 3: Could a bank use the common areas as an asset?
Answer: No, this would be generally worthless as an asset.

Question 4: If the OMC had agreed to increase fees to cover the repayments on a
loan offered would this allow a bank to lend?
Answer: No, this would be of no benefit. In addition to all of the reasons I’ve given
already, there is no history of borrowings or no history of EBITDA. Any bank will want
a history of earnings for a company (earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and
amortisation).

Question 5: If an OMC had, say, 50% of the funds required to complete a
refurbishment in their sinking fund, would a bank consider lending the other
50%?
Answer: Having a portion of the required amount in the sinking fund is no benefit, all
of the previous reasons still apply.

Question 6: How would you advise the OMC to source the funds?
Answer: The directors of the OMC could apply for a possible partnership loan,
however this would leave the directors personally liable/exposed if the OMC did not
repay the loan.
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4.1.3

Survey of OMC Members

Members of OMCs were surveyed using an emailed survey. Just over 470 surveys were
emailed out through a variety of sources and a response of 116 completed surveys was
received.
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4.1.4

Survey of OMC Directors

Directors of OMCs were surveyed using an emailed survey. 85 surveys were sent out
through a variety of sources and a response of 25 completed surveys was received.
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4.1.5

Sinking Fund Analysis

To understand the strength of sinking funds, Table 4.1 below highlights current sinking
fund balances as published in OMCs’ latest set of accounts of participant OMCs.
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Table 4.1: Sinking fund value analysis

(Source: Thesis author)
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The data contained in the table above was taken from the published accounts of 27
OMCs. This table shows that OMCs are not maintaining the recommended sinking fund
contributions, or if they are making the necessary contributions then they are using the
sinking fund on a regular basis. The sinking funds in the above table show deficits from
the recommended €200 contribution of between 41% and 91%.

By extrapolating the data in Table 4.1 it is possible to get some averages.

Table 4.2: Average sinking fund value analysis

Average
number
of units

Sinking
fund value
as per
latest
accounts

41

€19,846.31

Recommended
balance based on
the €200 per unit
contribution
made over 6
years
2011-2017
€49,200

Deficit,
Actual 'V'
Recommended

Annual
Deficit
%

Current
sinking
fund
value
per unit

Equivalent
per unit
annual
contribution

€29,353.69

59%

€489.75

€81.63

(Source: Thesis author)
In Table 4.2 above, the average sinking fund contribution is €81.62 which is only 40%
of the recommended voluntary contribution of €200.

4.2

Analysis

4.2.1

Future Capital expenditure requirements of MUDs

The research shows that most OMC directors and agents expect their developments will
require capital expenditure anywhere between 10 and 20 years from now. This is based
on the fact that most of the units in this research are 15 years old already and another 10
years would make each MUD 25 years old. Agents have stated that MUDs will require
capital expenditure, not just for damaged roofs or structural issues but also to maintain
property values by refurbishing and refreshing developments. The agents interviewed
suggested that at a minimum this figure would be easily €5000 per unit within an MUD,
with one agent suggesting that it was more likely to be between €20,000 and €40,000
per unit.
Using today’s values as an example, a 60-unit development at a €5000 per unit cost
would have to spend €300,000 (60 x €5000). Agents agreed that this was not an
unreasonable figure to have to spend if a development was 25 years old. As most
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developments in this research were 15 years old then it means a minimum requirement
for this sample development of 60 units would be €300,000 in another 10 years.

Interestingly, the research tells us that OMC members expect a sinking fund to be
sufficient to cover any such capital expenditure, yet 52% of members surveyed stated
that they would resist any measure that would increase service charges.

4.2.2

“Burn Rate”

The research has indicated another potential problem. When asked, all agents admitted
that the sinking fund was used on an ad hoc basis for larger projects, for example,
painting of corridors etc. This rate of usage or “burn rate” was estimated by the agents
to be between 5% and 30% annually, depending on the development. The general
impression is that a sinking fund is never touched, yet it appears that almost all sinking
funds are used on occasion. Though this use may be genuine it does affect future longterm planning.
In Tables 4.3 and 4.4 below there is an example of 60 units requiring €300,000 in 10
years’ time and 20 years’ time respectively, with the following assumptions:
a) Sinking fund increases annually in line with inflation – to eliminate the effects
of inflation for the purposes of this example.
b) Sinking fund present balance of €480 per apartment has been allocated (€80
approx per apartment over the 6 years since the 2011 inception of the MUD
Act). This is based on the author’s research of 35 MUDs showing an average
sinking fund balance of €480 per unit or €80 per unit per annum. In addition,
the survey of OMC directors has shown that 48% of the directors had stated
that their sinking fund had less than €500 per unit available.
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Table 4.3: Scenario A: 10-year sinking fund requirement

(Source: Thesis author)

Table 4.4: Scenario B: 20-year requirement

(Source: Thesis author)

In Table 4.3 above, three different options based on a 10-year requirement for capital
expenditure were used and Scenario B highlights the same options over a 20-year
period. The burn rates and sinking fund contributions are changed to give a clearer
picture of potential shortfall in sinking fund.
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In all the above cases there is a potential shortfall in sinking fund due to insufficient
sinking fund contributions and the “burn rate”, which is the sinking fund rate of usage
averaged out per annum.
In these scenarios the MUD Act 2011 recommended sinking fund contribution of €200
per unit is still not sufficient to ensure the sinking fund contains sufficient resources to
cover the required capital expenditure as mentioned by property agents, even if the
‘burn rate’ is reduced to 2%. As has been shown in the survey of OMC members, 70%
of members are unaware that a levy is possible and yet in each of the scenarios above a
levy is required to make up the shortfall.

4.2.3

Financial Planning by OMCs

Financial planning within OMCs is very much taken on a year-to-year basis. The
budgets are set for the approaching 12 months and if an issue arises it is taken out of
cashflow (if available) or the sinking fund. Agents have stated that they will
occasionally plan for an event over three years, for example, painting common areas,
but generally they are forced to let the issue arise and then deal with it as 52% of OMC
members are opposed to increasing service charges and directors are slow to increase
service charges for fear of backlash from the members; in fact 54% of OMC directors
have never proposed an increase in sinking funds.

In OMCs the annual budget deals with any works required for the coming year and the
sinking fund is considered the backup plan or safety net for any unforeseen expenditure.
This was shown in the members survey, where 60% of members surveyed believed that
the sinking fund would cover any major expenditure and 29% believed that the
government or local authority should pick up the bill for works required. This highlights
the situation where members place their faith in the sinking fund to cover all future
capital expenditure works, yet, as stated previously, 48% of OMC directors had stated
that their sinking funds contained less than €500 per unit and 32% stated that their
annual sinking fund contribution was between €31 and €70 per unit/member, which is
15% to 35% of the recommended MUD Act 2011 contribution of €200 per
unit/member. A further 32% of directors stated that their sinking fund contribution was
between €71 and €150 per unit per annum, which is 35% and 75%, respectively, of the
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recommended €200 contribution. In addition, 96% of OMC directors surveyed said that
they had received no specific training with regard to their role as an OMC director.

From the research, it is clear to see that OMC members place trust in the sinking fund to
cope with any major works and even more minor works, and yet contributions towards
sinking funds are well below what is recommended, with the average sinking fund
showing a deficit of 60%.

There appears to be difficulty amongst the following parties because:
a) Agents are unable to persuade OMC directors of the importance of at least
reaching the per unit sinking fund contribution of €200, even though this work
has shown that €200 will still leave a deficit.
b) OMC directors are not willing to propose an increase in service charges as a
result of increasing sinking fund contributions as this reflects badly on their
directorship and results in ‘backlash’ against the directors from their fellow
members.
c) Members are unwilling to accept increases in service charges and are looking for
reductions. As stated by one agent, “They won’t do what’s best, instead, they do
what’s cheapest.”

In light of this, it is clear to see that whilst attempts at financial planning by OMCs for
building obsolescence and refurbishments are made, they appear to be less than
sufficient.

4.2.4

Are OMC directors aware of building obsolescence?

From the property agents’ viewpoint, they believe that OMC directors are always keen
to keep service charges low at the expense of the sinking fund. This point is proven by
the contribution deficits shown in the sinking fund analysis. As previously discussed,
these are well below agents’ recommendations and also below the MUD Act
recommendations.

In defence of the OMC directors, they realise that they will not receive the support of
their members for increases in service charges, as stated by the agents. The survey of
OMC directors shows that 71% of directors believe sanctions should exist where OMCs
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do not meet the recommended €200 per unit contribution and 84% believe that the
sinking fund recommended amount of €200 should be compulsory. This can be read to
show that whilst OMCs are contributing well below the recommended amount to
sinking funds the directors would prefer that they were contributing more but are held
back by the membership. In addition, 60% of OMC directors stated that their MUDs
would need substantial capital expenditure within a 10 to 20-year time frame. So, yes,
OMC directors are aware of building obsolescence but are unable to increase sinking
funds in preparation for their eventual use.

4.2.5

Evaluation of OMCs’ Ability to Contribute to a Special Levy

Part of this work was to evaluate the financial abilities of OMC members to contribute
to special levies and/or sinking funds in preparation for any major expenditure
requirements within the next 5, 10 and 20 years. The research into sinking fund
balances within OMCs has highlighted an average deficit on sinking funds of 60%, that
is, sinking funds analysed have only 40% of the recommended contributions made.

The survey of OMC members has shown that members are generally against increases
in service charges and they are seen as ‘poor value’. In addition, the research has shown
that the majority of members are not aware of a potential contribution to a once-off or
special levy, in fact 70% of OMC members surveyed did not realise that a levy was
possible and 29% stated that the local government should pay for works. However, the
same survey showed that 47% of members were open to an increase in service charges
as long as the reasons for the increase were clear. Agents had stated that it was difficult
for owners or directors to understand the potential cost of repairs or refurbishments that
would be needed in time and that the only way to clarify this was with a survey. Again,
however, no OMC company connected with the agents interviewed for this work had
ever taken up a survey to determine this expenditure requirement. Tables 4.3 and 4.4
shown earlier in this chapter, highlight a potential shortfall in sinking fund
contributions, even if OMCs make the recommended voluntary contribution of €200. If
OMC members and directors were more aware of the importance of the sinking fund
and likely requirements of their sinking funds as well as benefits then their desire to
increase contributions would improve and the need for a levy may be negated.
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4.2.6

Can an OMC borrow from a bank?

As part of this work, a banking industry executive specialising in real estate finance was
contacted to clarify the position of an OMC if it were to make an application for a loan.
The only way an OMC could make a loan application would be if the directors took out
a partnership loan. However, this would make these directors personally liable. The
interviewee stated that there was no way a company limited by guarantee without any
tangible assets could make a successful application to borrow funds.

4.2.7

Legislation and setting and collection of sinking funds?

Whilst agents were not in favour of an external body collecting sinking fund
contributions all agreed that having sinking funds as a voluntary option was a mistake
and that fund contributions should be compulsory. All agents felt that there would be no
need for an external body if the current legislation around the collection of debt had
some “teeth”. Agents felt that an external building survey or independent director to set
sinking fund contributions was a good idea and would keep developments secure for the
future and improve property values. This opinion is backed up by the OMC members as
52% of members felt that this external/independent director was a positive step. 84% of
OMC directors believed that sinking fund contributions should be compulsory and 71%
went a step further and felt that there should be sanctions in place for those that do not
make the recommended sinking fund payments.

It is evident that there is a desire from all parties to improve legislation by providing
more support around the area of sinking fund contributions within OMCs.

4.3

Conclusion

This research has examined four areas within OMCs. These areas are OMC members,
OMC directors, property agents and published accounts. The research has highlighted a
number of issues around the financial planning of OMCs within MUDs. Financial
planning is generally focused around a 12-month period and the sinking fund is left to
cater for anything outside of this.

Sinking funds are used on a more regular basis than might be expected and this has
resulted in property agents assessing annual usage or ‘burn rate’ at a minimum of 5%
and as much as 30% in some cases.
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All parties expect that developments will need capital expenditure within the coming 10
to 20 years and OMC members are expecting the sinking fund to cover any capital
expenditure requirement. OMC directors have stated that the sinking fund and a onceoff levy can be used, even though 70% of members were unaware that a levy can be
applied. However, as stated by one agent, it is hard to collect a levy and many members
will not pay it. The calculations contained in tables 4.2 and 4.3 show the potential levies
required to be paid by each OMC member within a 10 and 20-year period if service
charges are not increased immediately by all OMCs analysed.

The issue has arisen where OMC directors have never looked to their members to
increase sinking fund levels for fear of backlash from members and all parties are keen
to keep service charges down. Members have stated that they already feel service
charges are bad value as they stand. The research has shown that just 25% of OMC
directors believe their sinking fund contributions are sufficient and the analysis of
sinking funds in published OMC accounts shows that sinking funds are only at 40% of
the €200 recommended voluntary contribution contained within the MUD Act 2011.
This highlights the difficult position in which OMC directors find themselves and
explains why 71% of OMC directors have gone on to state that sanctions should exist
where contributions are not made. In addition, OMC directors and property agents
surveyed have said that they are in favour of sinking fund contributions being
compulsory rather than voluntary.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.0

Conclusions

This thesis has examined financial planning within OMCs. Based on this work the
conclusions show that current financial planning within OMCs generally is inadequate.
OMCs are at risk of a shortfall in funds for major capital expenditure which will
eventually be needed over the coming 10 to 20 years. This shortfall will have to be
carried by the OMCs membership in the form of a levy or grossly increased service
charges. Across all OMCs surveyed in this work it has been shown that the general
membership are currently unaware that this situation is possible or likely. In addition,
the research has highlighted a further number of issues:

a) Sinking funds are not growing at the recommended rate suggested by the MUD
Act 2011. In fact, the MUDs examined in this work are maintaining sinking
funds at only 40% of the recommended level.
b) Sinking funds are not locked away for a major capital expenditure requirement
in 10 or 20 years but instead are being used as required. This use may be
legitimate, but it results in an annual ‘burn rate’ or annual depreciation that is
not being taken into account when calculating suitable sinking fund
contributions.
c) OMC members are highly likely to have levies charged to them within the next
10 to 20 years. In this work the example of 5% ‘burn rate’ has been applied to
sinking funds based on property agents’ statements and this 5% usage results in
sinking funds that may not be fit for purpose into the future, particularly when
combined with sinking funds at contributions of 60% below recommended
levels as shown in this research.
d) In contrast with the previous point, OMC members expect sinking funds to be
fully capable of covering any capital expenditure requirements and 70% had not
been aware that a once-off fee could be levied on them to cover capital
expenditure costs.
e) OMC directors and members have no way of estimating their future capital
expenditure requirements and are not willing to pay for a building survey.
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f) Financial planning is generally carried out for one year at a time. Budgets are set
based on the previous year’s expenditure and ad hoc items such as painting of
corridors or irregular repairs are at times taken from the sinking fund or
cashflow if available. This planning for one year at a time results in only
essential maintenance being carried out and small refurbishment works are put
on the long finger. This leads to a deterioration in standards and can result in
deterioration of property values.
g) OMC directors are not keen to increase service charges to ensure better
maintenance and increased sinking funds as this may result in a backlash against
them from fellow OMC members. The directors are in favour of compulsory
sinking funds and sanctions for non-payment of same.
h) Property agents are often placed in a difficult position as they risk losing
business from their OMC client if they push too hard for required increases in
sinking funds.
i) Property agents and OMC directors generally agree with sinking funds being
compulsory. The directors are in favour of sanctions for non-payment of same.
j) Over the coming 10-year period many MUD properties will reach 25 years of
age and many will suffer a potential devaluation as a result of poor maintenance
and the need for refurbishment of common areas, windows and doors etc.
k) OMC directors receive no training in this role and yet agents state that directors
who are more financially astute tend to have better developments.
l) Agents are in favour of changes to the regulations to allow for more accurate
sinking funds and debt collection as well as having external independent
directors.

There is a real risk that some MUDs will fall behind and have major issues as a result of
the current ineffective planning taking place in many OMCs. Capital expenditure will
be required in every MUD as a result of building obsolescence. Whether this
expenditure is refurbishment and modernisation or for structural issues, if the funds are
not available to carry out these works then the value of all units within the development
will decrease.
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Based on these conclusions, the author makes the following recommendations,
including recommendations for further research:

5.1

Recommendations

From this work there are a cross-section of recommendations that can be made, under
the headings of legal and education. It is still possible to correct the issues that have
been raised in this thesis through the following recommendations:

5.1.1

Legal Recommendations

a) A compulsory building survey should be carried out every five years to estimate
the likely future capital expenditure requirements of MUDs.
b) All MUDs should have the financial & structural equivalent of a BER
certificate, which gives a potential purchaser and the existing members a simple
guide on how their development is performing This should cover both the
financial performance of the OMC as well as the structural and aesthetic aspects
of the buildings. A BER style certificate would give owners a target and show
them how far they have to go to improve their OMC and MUD in comparison
with other MUDs.
c) The above certificate would give owners management companies an incentive to
improve performance as values would improve as the OMC and developments
rating improved.
d) Sinking fund contributions should be compulsory based on the reported capital
expenditure requirement, based on the aforementioned survey.
e) Auditors should report on sinking fund deficits based on the compulsory amount
required by the surveyor.
f) An authority or body should be established to manage all of the above to ensure
that all OMCs are performing effectively for the protection of the members and
property values.
g) Independent directors should be a requirement for every OMC. This would be a
property agent or other suitable person who would review budgets, service
charges and sinking funds and visit properties to ensure good management
practices. Whilst this person would be paid for by the OMC, they would be
appointed by the external body mentioned above to ensure no conflict arose.
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5.1.2

Educational Recommendations

a) Each OMC member should receive a booklet on how an OMC works, including
what they get for their service charges and why sinking funds are essential, how
a strong sinking fund can add value and, likewise, how a property may decrease
in value due to a poor performing OMC.
b) All directors of OMCs should be required to complete a training course on being
a director and the importance of the various aspects, including sufficient sinking
funds. This course could be online.

5.2

Further Research

A case study would be beneficial to examine the performance of OMCs after an
independent survey on the sinking fund requirement had taken place. Further case
studies would be beneficial to examine OMCs that were contributing above the
voluntary sinking fund contribution of €200 per unit as per the MUD Act 2011 to
ascertain how and why this was achieved and what beneficial outcomes were achieved.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Property Agent Interviews

Property Agent Interviews

AGENT 1

Question 1: How Many MUDs do you manage?
Answer: 35 plus

Question 2: How many units are within those developments?
Answer: 2000 plus

Question 3: How do you feel about sinking funds?
Answer: Necessary, underappreciated a lot

Question 4: How many of these Developments are contributing the recommended
sinking fund contribution of €200 as per the MUD Act 2011?
Answer: Less than a third.
Question 5: Do you actively propose/recommend the €200 contributions?
Answer: We always propose the €200 recommended contribution in the annual report.
We advise that a report should be done, we offer it in house- surveyor- Service charged
€500 to €3000.
Question 6: In your opinion is the MUD act contribution of €200 sinking fund
recommendation enough to keep pace with inflation and speed of dilapidation to
ensure property values do not decrease?
Answer: It’s difficult to tell, a survey should be completed on each development to find
this out, otherwise its difficult to know.
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Question 7 Are OMCs directors supportive of increasing SF contributions?
Answer: It varies some are and some are not
a.

Why?

Answer: They don’t understand what their requirement may be into the future without a
survey

Question 8: Do you agree with SF being voluntary?
Answer: No, the sinking fund should be mandatory (not voluntary) subject to analysis,
but there was no appetite for paying for surveys.

Question 9: In your opinion could an OMC borrow funds from a bank for repair
or renovation works?
Answer: “No, it but will never happen because there are no assets”

Question 10: Do you foresee issues arising with OMCs as a result of their current
financial planning?
Answer: “Absolutely! because of the mindset of always choosing the cheapest
contractor and the lowest service charges, they won’t tax themselves. They won’t do
what’s best, instead, they do what’s the cheapest.

Question 11: Are OMCs regularly using the sinking fund as a backup fund for the
annual budget?
Answer: “Some are some are not, depends on their education of board of directors, the
more financially astute directors are not”

Question 12: How far into the future do your OMCs plan for?
Answer: A year at most. It’s because their default reaction is “do not increase fees” But
once they understand the reasons for fee increases they are are happier about it
sometimes”

Question 13: Do you have any OMCs planning for more than 1 year?
Answer: No
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Question 14: How do you decide on an appropriate sinking fund contribution for
your developments
Answer: “I recommend a sinking fund analysis and if they don’t I always say minimum
€200 but this advice is not often followed, so a ‘guesstimate’ is required”

Question 15: How are once in five-year maintenance events e.g. painting of
corridors scheduled in your budget?
Answer: “I will try an anticipate this and budget for it over say, three years, but this
means I have to cut back elsewhere or increase fees”

Question 16: Has the sinking fund been used for these events?
Answer: “Yes, on occasion”
Question 17: It appears that most developments ‘dip’ into their sinking fund
occasionally, what percentage ‘burn’ or “depreciation” to you put on the average
sinking fund on an average annual basis?
Answer: “Sinking funds will always be used on an ad-hoc basis even if the use is
genuine” “this usage would be at a minimum of 5% per annum average.”

Question 18: Have you ever recommended a once off levy on OMC members?
Answer: “Yes I have recommended once off levies but this creates a lot of problems and
it’s a difficult thing to collect.”

Question 19: Do you believe that OMC members understand the importance of
sinking funds?
Answer: “No, they do not understand the importance.”
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THE DEVELOPMENTS

Question 20: How old is your average development?
Answer: 15 years old.

Question 21: Are there any of those developments that have or have had structural
issues?
Answer: Yes, we have had balcony issues

Question 22: In your opinion will your developments require a major capital
expenditure over the next 10, 20, 40 years (outside of normal maintenance)
Answer: Yes, this is very likely as the developments will be 25 years old in 10 years.
Question 23: Using today’s pricing do you estimate this capital expenditure to be
€5000- €10,000 per unit or €20,000 per unit? Or other?
Answer: “Yes all of the above, for example, a small 20 unit development that required
€250,000 would be €12,500 per unit whereas a larger development may get economies
of scale and €5000 per unit between 300 units would be €1.5 million”

REGULATIONS

Question 24: Do you believe that new regulations and or new technologies will
require capital expenditure for your developments over the next 10, 20, 40 years
e.g. building management systems, solar water heating, community heating. Power
generation, electric cars etc.
Answer: “Not really, if there is expenditure there should be a payback e.g. solar
power.”

Question 25: Do you believe sinking funds should be collected by an external
agency or body.
Answer: Yes, it may be necessary but it shouldn’t be needed if the regulations were
sufficient.
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Question 26: Do you believe that OMCs should have an independent director to set
sinking fund charges?
Answer: “No Its up to the OMC to manage it correctly. But in Ireland it may be a good
idea.”

Question 27: Should sanctions exist where an OMC does not meet the
recommended sinking fund contribution?
Answer: “Yes, but not for recommended €200 amount but instead for an amount that
they have set in their budget”

Question 28: Should there be a compulsory periodic independent assessment of a
multi-unit development sinking fund requirements by a suitably qualified person
e.g. every 2 to 3 years?
Answer: “Yes this is a good idea and every 5 years is sufficient”

Property Agent Interviews

AGENT 2

Question 1: How Many MUDs do you manage?
Answer: 40

Question 2: How many units are within those developments?
Answer: 2500

Question 3: How do you feel about sinking funds?
Answer: essential and underestimated

Question 4: How many of these Developments are contributing the recommended
sinking fund contribution of €200 as per the MUD Act 2011?
Answer: 2
Question 5: Do you actively propose/recommend the €200 contributions?
Answer: “Yes I propose it regularly but it’s not accepted”
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Question 6: In your opinion is the MUD act contribution of €200 sinking fund
recommendation enough to keep pace with inflation and speed of dilapidation to
ensure property values do not decrease?
Answer: “The voluntary contribution is nowhere near enough, all developments are
different. It needs to be a multiple of the budget”

Question 7 Are OMCs directors supportive of increasing SF contributions?
Answer: “Yes, but they are often afraid to” increase because of the backlash”
b.

Why?

Answer: “because of the backlash from other members”

Question 8: Do you agree with SF being voluntary?
Answer: “No, the sinking fund should be compulsory”

Question 9: In your opinion could an OMC borrow funds from a bank for repair
or renovation works?
Answer: “No”

Question 10: Do you foresee issues arising with OMCs as a result of their current
financial planning?
Answer: “yes, this is going to be a big problem for them”

Question 11: Are OMCs regularly using the sinking fund as a backup fund for the
annual budget?
Answer: “A lot of OMC’s are using their sinking fund but not regularly”

Question 12: How far into the future do your OMCs plan for?
Answer: “A year”

Question 13: Do you have any OMCs planning for more than 1 year?
Answer: “No”
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Question 14: How do you decide on an appropriate sinking fund contribution for
your developments?
Answer: “There should be an appropriate survey carried out but OMCs wont pay for
it”

Question 15: How are once in five-year maintenance events e.g. painting of
corridors scheduled in your budget?
Answer: “This will be paid for out of cash flow or sinking fund but its not really
budgeted for”

Question 16: Has the sinking fund been used for these events?
Answer: “Yes”
Question 17: It appears that most developments ‘dip’ into their sinking fund
occasionally, what percentage ‘burn’ or “depreciation” to you put on the average
sinking fund on an average annual basis?
Answer: “This usage is not only a percentage usage but often in excess of the actual
sinking fund budget”

Question 18: Have you ever recommended a once off levy on OMC members?
Answer: “No”

Question 19: Do you believe that OMC members understand the importance of
sinking funds?
Answer: “No”

THE DEVELOPMENTS

Question 20: How old is your average development?
Answer: 15 years old.

Question 21: Are there any of those developments that have or have had structural
issues?
Answer: “No”
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Question 22: In your opinion will your developments require a major capital
expenditure over the next 10, 20, 40 years (outside of normal maintenance)
Answer: “Yes”
Question 23: Using today’s pricing do you estimate this capital expenditure to be
€5000- €10,000 per unit or €20,000 per unit? Or other?
Answer: “This is impossible to tell without a survey”

REGULATIONS

Question 24: Do you believe that new regulations and or new technologies will
require capital expenditure for your developments over the next 10, 20, 40 years
e.g. building management systems, solar water heating, community heating. Power
generation, electric cars etc.
Answer: “Some expenditure will be required”

Question 25: Do you believe sinking funds should be collected by an external
agency or body.
Answer: “No”

Question 26: Do you believe that OMCs should have an independent director to set
sinking fund charges?
Answer: “Yes”

Question 27: Should sanctions exist where an OMC does not meet the
recommended sinking fund contribution?
Answer: “Yes, if an amount has been proposed by the external director.”

Question 28: Should there be a compulsory periodic independent assessment of a
multi-unit development sinking fund requirements by a suitably qualified person
e.g. every 2 to 3 years?
Answer: “Yes, a full survey should be completed every three years”
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Property Agent Interviews

AGENT 3

Question 1: How Many MUDs do you manage?
Answer: 40

Question 2: How many units are within those developments?
Answer: 1500

Question 3: How do you feel about sinking funds?
Answer: “A development could not manage without a sinking fund.”

Question 4: How many of these Developments are contributing the recommended
sinking fund contribution of €200 as per the MUD Act 2011?
Answer: “less than 10%
Question 5: Do you actively propose/recommend the €200 contributions?
Answer: “I only recommend it in OMCs that badly need it as it reflects badly on the
OMC members views on the agent and we could lose business.”
Question 6: In your opinion is the MUD act contribution of €200 sinking fund
recommendation enough to keep pace with inflation and speed of dilapidation to
ensure property values do not decrease?
Answer: “Who knows? Each property needs analysis.”

Question 7 Are OMCs directors supportive of increasing SF contributions?
Answer: “a very small amount are in favour, the financially astute are in favour but
poorer developments don’t really listen”

Question 8: Do you agree with SF being voluntary?
Answer: “No”
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Question 9: In your opinion could an OMC borrow funds from a bank for repair
or renovation works?
Answer: “No, no assets to borrow against”

Question 10: Do you foresee issues arising with OMCs as a result of their current
financial planning?
Answer: “Some yes, some are just barely surviving”

Question 11: Are OMCs regularly using the sinking fund as a backup fund for the
annual budget?
Answer: “Some”

Question 12: How far into the future do your OMCs plan for?
Answer: “One year”

Question 13: Do you have any OMCs planning for more than 1 year?
Answer: “Rarely, if ever”

Question 14: How do you decide on an appropriate sinking fund contribution for
your developments?
Answer: “Very ad-hoc, what have they been paying already?, will they pay the extra
amount proposed, will this be well received?”

Question 15: How are once in five-year maintenance events e.g. painting of
corridors scheduled in your budget?
Answer: “They are not, instead they are usually taken from the sinking fund”

Question 16: Has the sinking fund been used for these events?
Answer: “Yes”
Question 17: It appears that most developments ‘dip’ into their sinking fund
occasionally, what percentage ‘burn’ or “depreciation” to you put on the average
sinking fund on an average annual basis?
Answer: “I would suggest 5% at a minimum”
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Question 18: Have you ever recommended a once off levy on OMC members?
Answer: “Yes, but it was not well received and we didn’t get in all of the amount
planned and it is not legally chaseable so it is better to go into the service charges”

Question 19: Do you believe that OMC members understand the importance of
sinking funds?
Answer: “No”

THE DEVELOPMENTS

Question 20: How old is your average development?
Answer: 15 years old.

Question 21: Are there any of those developments that have or have had structural
issues?
Answer: “Yes, balconies and roofs have caused problems”

Question 22: In your opinion will your developments require a major capital
expenditure over the next 10, 20, 40 years (outside of normal maintenance)
Answer: “Yes, easily within 10 years as lifts needed to be changed or renovated every
20 years anyway and 30% of my developments have lifts.”
Question 23: Using today’s pricing do you estimate this capital expenditure to be
€5000- €10,000 per unit or €20,000 per unit? Or other?
Answer: “€5000 per unit very easily”

REGULATIONS

Question 24: Do you believe that new regulations and or new technologies will
require capital expenditure for your developments over the next 10, 20, 40 years
e.g. building management systems, solar water heating, community heating. Power
generation, electric cars etc.
Answer: “It is up to each OMC to decide how to be affected”
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Question 25: Do you believe sinking funds should be collected by an external
agency or body.
Answer: “No”

Question 26: Do you believe that OMCs should have an independent director to set
sinking fund charges?
Answer: “Yes, but this would not work under the current legislation”

Question 27: Should sanctions exist where an OMC does not meet the
recommended sinking fund contribution?
Answer: “Yes, as long as it was based on fact”

Question 28: Should there be a compulsory periodic independent assessment of a
multi-unit development sinking fund requirements by a suitably qualified person
e.g. every 2 to 3 years?
Answer: “Yes, this should be done every 5 years”

Property Agent Interviews

AGENT 4

Question 1: How Many MUDs do you manage?
Answer: 18

Question 2: How many units are within those developments?
Answer: 1100

Question 3: How do you feel about sinking funds?
Answer: “Very important”

Question 4: How many of these Developments are contributing the recommended
sinking fund contribution of €200 as per the MUD Act 2011?
Answer: “Somewhere between 5% and 10%
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Question 5: Do you actively propose/recommend the €200 contributions?
Answer: “Yes, we advise it but many cannot afford this amount or afraid of the causing
trouble with the membership”
Question 6: In your opinion is the MUD act contribution of €200 sinking fund
recommendation enough to keep pace with inflation and speed of dilapidation to
ensure property values do not decrease?
Answer: “It’s better than nothing, its hard to know”

Question 7: Are OMCs directors supportive of increasing SF contributions?
Answer: “Yes, but members are not”

Question 8: Do you agree with SF being voluntary?
Answer: “No”

Question 9: In your opinion could an OMC borrow funds from a bank for repair
or renovation works?
Answer: “No”

Question 10: Do you foresee issues arising with OMCs as a result of their current
financial planning?
Answer: “Yes, people do not understand how their money is spent and so everything is
at a minimum.”

Question 11: Are OMCs regularly using the sinking fund as a backup fund for the
annual budget?
Answer: “Yes as the budget is often not enough to cover”

Question 12: How far into the future do your OMCs plan for?
Answer: “One year”

Question 13: Do you have any OMCs planning for more than 1 year?
Answer: “I have 2 that are planning for a refurb in 3 years which will come out of
sinking fund”
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Question 14: How do you decide on an appropriate sinking fund contribution for
your developments?
Answer: “Its difficult but it depends on the type of unit eg semi-detached house or
apartment, lifts or not etc”

Question 15: How are once in five-year maintenance events e.g. painting of
corridors scheduled in your budget?
Answer: “generally taken from the sinking fund”

Question 16: Has the sinking fund been used for these events?
Answer: “Yes”
Question 17: It appears that most developments ‘dip’ into their sinking fund
occasionally, what percentage ‘burn’ or “depreciation” to you put on the average
sinking fund on an average annual basis?
Answer: “It is difficult to tell but the sinking fund definitely gets used”

Question 18: Have you ever recommended a once off levy on OMC members?
Answer: “No”

Question 19: Do you believe that OMC members understand the importance of
sinking funds?
Answer: “No”

THE DEVELOPMENTS

Question 20: How old is your average development?
Answer: 15 years old.

Question 21: Are there any of those developments that have or have had structural
issues?
Answer: “Yes, balconies, have caused problems”
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Question 22: In your opinion will your developments require a major capital
expenditure over the next 10, 20, 40 years (outside of normal maintenance)
Answer: “I’d say within 10 years as the developments would need refurbishment”
Question 23: Using today’s pricing do you estimate this capital expenditure to be
€5000- €10,000 per unit or €20,000 per unit? Or other?
Answer: “Yes, €5000 per unit would not be unreasonable”

REGULATIONS

Question 24: Do you believe that new regulations and or new technologies will
require capital expenditure for your developments over the next 10, 20, 40 years
e.g. building management systems, solar water heating, community heating. Power
generation, electric cars etc.
Answers: “Yes, but these may be cost saving, for example we introduced new bin stores
management system to one of our blocks. The investment was €10,000 but the system
has paid for itself over 2 years and has reduced bin charges per unit from €220 to €150
per annum by eliminating illegal dumping and allowing for the introduction of
controlled recycling as well as allowing fining if units that dump unsuitable refuse.”

Question 25: Do you believe sinking funds should be collected by an external
agency or body.
Answer: “No”

Question 26: Do you believe that OMCs should have an independent director to set
sinking fund charges?
Answer: “Yes”

Question 27: Should sanctions exist where an OMC does not meet the
recommended sinking fund contribution?
Answer: “Yes”
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Question 28: Should there be a compulsory periodic independent assessment of a
multi-unit development sinking fund requirements by a suitably qualified person
e.g. every 2 to 3 years?
Answer: “Yes, every 4 years”

Property Agent Interviews

AGENT 5

Question 1: How Many MUDs do you manage?
Answer: 8

Question 2: How many units are within those developments?
Answer: 500

Question 3: How do you feel about sinking funds?
Answer: “crucial”

Question 4: How many of these Developments are contributing the recommended
sinking fund contribution of €200 as per the MUD Act 2011?
Answer: “none”
Question 5: Do you actively propose/recommend the €200 contributions?
Answer: “we try and increase the sinking fund each year but we are not always
successful”
Question 6: In your opinion is the MUD act contribution of €200 sinking fund
recommendation enough to keep pace with inflation and speed of dilapidation to
ensure property values do not decrease?
Answer: “Who knows, it’s an arbitrary figure”

Question 7 Are OMCs directors supportive of increasing SF contributions?
Answer: “Yes, most are keen to ensure their development is protected”

Question 8: Do you agree with SF being voluntary?
Answer: “No”
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Question 9: In your opinion could an OMC borrow funds from a bank for repair
or renovation works?
Answer: “Not sure, I doubt it”

Question 10: Do you foresee issues arising with OMCs as a result of their current
financial planning?
Answer: “Every home needs refurbishment after 20 years but it’s difficult to know if the
sinking funds will be adequate”

Question 11: Are OMCs regularly using the sinking fund as a backup fund for the
annual budget?
Answer: “No”

Question 12: How far into the future do your OMCs plan for?
Answer: “One to two years”

Question 13: Do you have any OMCs planning for more than 1 year?
Answer: “I try to plan for two years at a time if possible”

Question 14: How do you decide on an appropriate sinking fund contribution for
your developments?
Answer: “It depends, using my experience and assessing what the members can afford”

Question 15: How are once in five-year maintenance events e.g. painting of
corridors scheduled in your budget?
Answer: “Sinking fund is often used”

Question 16: Has the sinking fund been used for these events?
Answer: “Yes”
Question 17: It appears that most developments ‘dip’ into their sinking fund
occasionally, what percentage ‘burn’ or “depreciation” to you put on the average
sinking fund on an average annual basis?
Answer: “I would put this at 20%”
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Question 18: Have you ever recommended a once off levy on OMC members?
Answer: “No, there would be war”

Question 19: Do you believe that OMC members understand the importance of
sinking funds?
Answer: “No, not at all”

THE DEVELOPMENTS

Question 20: How old is your average development?
Answer: 17 years old.

Question 21: Are there any of those developments that have or have had structural
issues?
Answer: “No”

Question 22: In your opinion will your developments require a major capital
expenditure over the next 10, 20, 40 years (outside of normal maintenance)
Answer: “Yes definitely, all of those”
Question 23: Using today’s pricing do you estimate this capital expenditure to be
€5000- €10,000 per unit or €20,000 per unit? Or other?
Answer: “I would say €10,000 per unit”

REGULATIONS

Question 24: Do you believe that new regulations and or new technologies will
require capital expenditure for your developments over the next 10, 20, 40 years
e.g. building management systems, solar water heating, community heating. Power
generation, electric cars etc.
Answer: “This may benefit developments as it could reduce costs”
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Question 25: Do you believe sinking funds should be collected by an external
agency or body.
Answer: “No”

Question 26: Do you believe that OMCs should have an independent director to set
sinking fund charges?
Answer: “No”

Question 27: Should sanctions exist where an OMC does not meet the
recommended sinking fund contribution?
Answer: “No”

Question 28: Should there be a compulsory periodic independent assessment of a
multi-unit development sinking fund requirements by a suitably qualified person
e.g. every 2 to 3 years?
Answer: “Yes, every 3 years”
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